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As its benefits become more and more clear, the internet has
generated business transactions from enterprises and the rest
of the society as well at a rapid pace. The current internet
protocol version, also known as IPv4, has been in use over
20 years now. The IPv4 has proved itself a success in
answering all our requests. In addition, to cope with the
rapid change of information technology as well as
to meet people’s high demand for technology, various kinds
of IP technologies have been developed and deployed.
However, scientists and engineers unceasingly make efforts
to develop the next generation internet protocol version
(IPv6) to catch up with the world’s needs in the
future. In the earlier stage of the 1990s, the IETF
(internet engineering task force) had already identified that
it was difficult for IPv4 to maintain the internet, on account
of IP being the resource shared by mankind. In other words,
IP has to offer a space sufficient enough to be used by
mankind jointly. While the population of the world is about
sixty-three hundred million, the number of IP addresses is
about forty-two million, which is much fewer than the
population. In other words, it is difficult enough to give
each person one IP address, not to mention those who may
need more than one IP address in promoting the intelligent
appliances. IPv6 also introduces several other features like
integrated security (IPsec), integrated multicasting,
improved mobility support (Mobile IPv6), QoS support with
the provisioning of flow labels and auto-configuration.
Router products supporting dual stack operation with IPv4
and IPv6 have entered the market in the last two years.
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Nevertheless, the adoption of IPv6 is progressing rather
slowly. This is mainly due to the fact that the introduction of
a new network layer is a difficult and expensive step for
network operators and ISPs and a strong demand for IPv6
from the user perspective is still lacking. However, the
shortage of addresses particularly in Asia and Europe and
the trend to mobile and ubiquitous networking makes the
introduction of IPv6 an urgent issue. To deploy IPv6 is no
way an easy job for there will not be a ‘Flag’ day to do so.
Also, a long period of co-existence time for both IPv4 and
IPv6 is almost assured. As shown in Figure 1, smooth
migration is the most economical and efficient way to
accomplish the job and mitigate the cost. Therefore,
advanced IP technologies should be studied and developed
for all kinds of scenarios thoroughly.
Figure 1

IPv6 migration cost

Source: ‘IPv6 Transition: the ISP View’,
Olaf Bonness, T-Systems, Germany, UK IPv6
Deployment Conference, 2004.
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The mission of the International Journal of Internet
Protocol Technology (IJIPT) is to provide a forum for
information technology educators, researchers, and
practitioners to advance the practice and understanding of
technologies regarding either IPv4, IPv6, or hybrid
case. It focuses on the innovative theories, empirical and
theoretical research concerned with all aspects of IP
technology. The journal publishes original and reviewed
full-length research manuscripts, technical reports,
conference reports, book reviews, insightful research and
practice notes, and news related to IP issues as well as
emerging topics of interest to professionals and
academicians. Special issues devoted to important topics in
internet protocol technology are occasionally published.

Excellent papers from international conferences are also
published in this journal.
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